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Knowns:
• Florida red tide, a bloom of the toxic dinoflagellate, Karenia brevis, is naturally occurring.
• It generally initiates offshore under oligotrophic (nutrient deplete) conditions.
• It generally manifests as a nuisance once transported to the coastline.
• Both the offshore conditions and transport are determined by the ocean circulation.

Unknowns:
• Do humans exacerbate K. brevis blooms?
• What terminates a K. brevis bloom?
• Might there be means for mitigation? 

What to do about it:
• Support full water column observations across the entire west Florida continental shelf.
• Support necessary modeling and tracking.
• Conduct laboratory and microcosm mitigation experiments.
• Solve known human-made problems.



K. brevis Cell Counts: 1953-2015 
A spatial order exists for WFS ecology, implying offshore 

initiation and transport pathways to the coastline.

West Florida Continental Shelf
“To be oligotrophic, or not to be oligotrophic, that is the 

question.”
So how does the shelf get its nutrients?

The WFS Pressure Point
Is critical in determining water properties.

USF COMPS/SECOORA/NAS Moorings
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Real time data: C10, C12, C13, C22, C21
Non-real time: C15, C19, C20



What Happened in 2018?
2018 may have rivaled 2005 as the worst of the recent K. brevis red tide blooms.  
Two factors were in play:

1. The 2017 bloom never dissipated, and it was particularly prevalent from Venice, FL southward.
2. Offshore conditions were conducive for a new bloom to form in spring through summer of 2018.

The confluence of these two factors accounts for what we experienced.  Might Lake Okeechobee releases exacerbate existing 
blooms?  Good question, but lacking a definitive answer.
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USF-CMS Responses

1. We deployed a robotic sampling device (a Webb Electronic 
Glider) from 8/24/18 to 9/17/18 to map water properties 
over the entire water column within the hypothesized K. 
brevis red tide initiation region.

2. We tracked the bloom using numerical circulation models.

The robotic glider

The robotic glider 
sampling path



Water Properties Observed During the 8/24/18 to 9/17/18 Glider Mission

Note: 1) relatively cold, salty water near bottom indicative of an upwelling circulation, 2) elevated chlorophyll and reduced
oxygen near bottom indicative of K. brevis with highest concentrations between the 30m-40m isobaths. 
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Transport to the Coastline

Given observations indicative of K. brevis red tide, where would these 
cells go if transported by the circulation?

We applied our West Florida Coastal Ocean Model (WFCOM) to track 
simulated particles in 3-D.  Beginning near bottom when the glider was 
at each of the X designated locations, the colored lines are the particle 
trajectories and depths ending on 10/1/18.  All of the near bottom 
particles approached the coastline from northern Pinellas County to 
Lee County, consistent with the mid-shelf initiation hypothesis.

While not shown we also tracked particles from higher in the water 
column to the Panhandle coast (as influenced by TS Gordon) and from 
the west coast to the east coast.

Thus K. brevis red tide from the hypothesized initiation region accounts 
for the simultaneous occurrence in 2018 of blooms on Florida’s west, 
Panhandle and east coasts.   



Seasonal and Short-term (4.5-day) Forecasting by the USF-CMS/FWC-FWRI 
Collaboration for the Prediction of Red tide (CPR).

Seasonal: Based on mid-shelf nutrient conditions determined by the circulation.
Short-term: Based on observations (FWC-FWRI) and two different circulation models (USF-
CMS): the West Florida Coastal Ocean Model (WFCOM) and the Tampa Bay Coastal Ocean 
Model (TBCOM)

WFCOM for the entire West Florida Shelf TBCOM for Tampa Bay

http://ocgweb.marine.usf.edu/hab_tracking/



Pathway Forward:
1. Predictions require understanding, observations and models:

• K. brevis, and anything of an ecological nature, is an interdisciplinary problem.  
• Improved K. brevis capabilities will not be achieved by studying the organism biology alone.  
• Similar can be said for fisheries management.

2. Observations:
• Regular glider surveys are needed to ascertain T/S/Chl/CDOM/Nuts/O2 across the incipient bloom region.
• Glider surveys must be supplemented by cruises to determine nutrients and cell counts when and where gliders 

indicate elevated Chl/CDOM.
• Strategically placed moorings (COMPS buoys C12 and C10) should be outfitted with near bottom nutrient sensors.

3. Models:
• WFCOM and TBCOM require stabilized funding, inclusion of active biology and data assimilation.
• But it must be realized that while 7 state variables with few parameterizations are required for the circulation, many 

more state variables are required for K. brevis, and each with multiple parameterizations.  Ecological predication 
without adequate observations will fail.  The good news is that our circulation-based approach to seasonal prediction, 
while incomplete, is bearing fruit (correct in 20 of 25 years).  

4. What determines K. brevis red tide bloom termination remains unknown.  
• This may hold the key to mitigation, and
• equally, if not more importantly, mitigation without unintended consequences possibly worse then the red tide itself.
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